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Service-oriented architecture assures the ﬂexibility of enterprise application development to support
agile reactions when businesses change. However, the method of developing a service by combining
business and constraints consumes much effort because the entire combination of logic may be changed
according to the business rule changes. To improve the current method, this paper applies the aspect-
oriented approach to service system development. The rule concern is proposed, and the core and
cross cutting concerns of the aspect-oriented approach are included. The rule concern is extracted from
business rules included in business processes and services. The rule concern is classiﬁed into process rule
aspects and service rule aspects according to the level of the rule. In the proposed approach, the system is
modularized into core, cross cutting and rule concerns by the separation of concerns, and they are
maintained independently. Therefore, the adaptability, reusability, and maintainability of the service
system will be enhanced.
Copyright © 2015, Far Eastern Federal University, Kangnam University, Dalian University of Technology,
Kokushikan University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
In service-oriented architecture, a service generally means that
a business function is implemented into software with a collection
of business rules [1]. Services are provided in heterogeneous forms
by different providers and combined as a business process using
business process description languages such as BPEL (business
process execution language) and BPML (business process modelling
language). To combine services as a business process, control ﬂows
and data ﬂows between the services are speciﬁed, and services are
orchestrated using the business process description languages [2].
According to changes in the external environment, enterprise
business processes are continuously modiﬁed. Change to business
processes and their corresponding IT systems are inevitable.
Service-oriented architecture has several characteristics such as
interoperability, location transparency and process-centric opera-
tions. These characteristics assure ﬂexibility when developing en-
terprise applications, so IT systems can be constructed to agilely
correspond to business changes [3].Federal University, Kangnam
an University.
ersity, Kangnam University, Dalian
C-ND license (http://creativecommNevertheless, business rules that are included in the business
logic of a service as the form of source code cannot typically
effectively deal with the change. This approach to develop a service
by combining business and constraints consumes much effort
because the entire combination of logic may be changed according
to the business rule changes [2,4,5].
Changes in business generally appear as business rule changes.
Business rules affect the execution efﬁciency of the entire business
process. Thus, continuous changes of business rules are time
consuming because business rules must be managed, changed and
implemented according to the business changes. Accordingly,
various approaches such as the rule engine are used for the efﬁ-
ciency of service systems [5].
The aspect-oriented approach separates concerns into core and
cross cutting concerns. Core concerns are extracted from the
functions of the system domain, and cross cutting concerns are
extracted from the common functions of several core concerns [5].
In this approach, services are designed by applying the core and
cross cutting concerns of the aspect-oriented approach to improve
adaptability, reusability and maintainability of service systems.
Furthermore, rule concerns are proposed that the modularize sys-
tem business rules. The rule concerns are divided into PRA (process
rule aspect) and SRA (service rule aspect) for efﬁcient cross cutting.
The efﬁcient modularization of business rules is possible becauseUniversity of Technology, Kokushikan University. Production and hosting by Elsevier
ons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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and loose coupling of aspect-oriented approach. As a result, this
approach provides modularity and dynamic applicability in service
implementation and orchestration. These strengths are also applied
to business processes, so adaptability, reusability and maintain-
ability of the processes can also be improved [6,7].
Related works
Aspect-oriented programming
AOP (aspect-oriented programming) is introduced to address
problems that cannot be solved in procedure-centric and object-
oriented programming. In the procedure-centric and object-
oriented programming paradigms, a system is vertically parti-
tioned in terms of procedure or object, so functions of the system
and user services are modularized. However, the horizontal re-
quirements that are commonly applied in several modules cannot
be modularized.
In the AOP paradigm, objects, components and services, which
vertically present a system, are deﬁned as core concerns, and
common functions that are spread in the core concerns are deﬁned
as cross cutting concerns.
Generally, cross cutting concerns mean non-functional con-
straints or high level services such as log recording, security certi-
ﬁcation, transaction, resource pooling, error checking and policy
application. This attempt to separate cross-cutting concerns can
increase the reusability and maintainability of various objects,
components and services [5].
Process-oriented composition languages
A web service is generally described as an interaction between
business processes and related partners, and the interaction is
described using WSDL (web service description language). The
workﬂow processes of the BPEL (business process execution lan-
guage) for web service consists of the combination activities of
control ﬂows and data ﬂows between services [2].Fig. 1. Core, cross cuttingExisting enterprise systems that include legacy systems gener-
ally combine business logic with business rules. The change and
maintenance of these systems is time-consuming work. Process-
oriented composition languages such as BPEL and BPML deﬁne
the control ﬂows and data ﬂows between services and combine the
services; however, they do not consider a method to efﬁciently
combine continuously changing business rules with the system [4].
AO4BPEL is a concept that extends BPEL by adding an aspect-
oriented concept. This attempt provides the scalability of the web
service composition function of BPEL [8]. Business processes that
are constructed through the service composition of BPEL can be
modularized through loose coupling provided in aspects of AOP, so
the reusability of the business process code can be increased. As a
result, AO4BPEL provides modularity and dynamic applicability to
the web service orchestration of BPEL [7].
Rule-based aspect-oriented approach
Rule concern
Services are implemented and orchestrated to deal with ﬂow
controls and service calls for executing a business process. The
implementation and orchestration of services is performed by
considering the reusability and scalability of a business process for
actively handling the change of application, service and business
process. However, the implementation and orchestration of ser-
vices using existing techniques such as BPEL4WS (Business Process
Execution Language for Web Services) are simply performed by
composing operations and input/output information of services.
The approach in this work extends the aspect-oriented
approach to actively apply business rules to services and business
processes. This approach can improve adaptability, reusability and
maintainability of business processes by separating business rules
and functions included in the business process and service.
Fig. 1 presents the concept of concerns included in the approach.
The core, cross cutting and rule concerns are deﬁned in the
approach. Core concerns present key business functions that each
module should perform. Cross cutting concerns present additional, and rule concerns.
Table 1
Description of concern.
Aspect Description
Core concern - Core concern is the business function that each module should perform.
- A business process generally consists of several services.
Cross cutting concern - Cross cutting concern is the common system function that covers several modules.
- One cross cutting concern is implemented as a service.
Rule concern PRA
(process rule aspect)
- PRA is the business rule that makes a change in the business process.
- Service orchestration should be changed if PRA is changed.
- PRA is generally related to the basic ﬂow and the alternative ﬂow of the use case description.
- PRA is implemented as a part of the business process using an aspect-oriented business process execution language
such as AO4BPEL or an aspect-oriented programming language such as AspectJ.
SRA
(service rule aspect)
- SRA is the business rule that is included in the service.
- SRA acts as the variation point of the cross cutting concern.
- SRA is generally related to the pre-condition of the use case. The pre-condition is deﬁned using <<include>>.
- SRA is implemented in a service using an aspect-oriented programming language such as AspectJ.
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as a part of the business rules included in the core and cross cutting
concerns. The rule concerns are divided into PRAs and SRAs, ac-
cording to the level of rules for efﬁcient cross cutting.
The PRA is a rule for business process orchestration in which
various web services are organized into a business process. Ac-
cording to the PRA, a business process is changed and variation of
the service orchestration occurs. The PRA is generally deﬁned in the
BPEL, so it is considered when a business process is designed.
The SRA is a rule is implemented in a service and performs a
business function. The rule is included in the logic to perform or
handle a function in the service. The SRA is contained in a service as
codes, so it is considered when each service is designed.
Rule concerns are business rules that are separated from busi-
ness functions. The rule concerns support efﬁcient application,
reuse and maintenance of service systems.Process rule aspect
The PRA is deﬁned as “a rule for business process orchestration
that various services are organized into a related business process”.
Unlike a rule that is deﬁned in a service, the PRA affects a business
process. Accordingly, a variation of the business process and service
orchestration occurs if a PRA is changed. PRAs are deﬁned in BPEL
statements.
A business process is generally organized by orchestrating ser-
vices according to various conditions. However, the BPELFig. 2. Example of a travel portaldescription for the business process is time-consuming work when
the business process is changed in various forms. To solve the
problem, this approach proposes the PRA. To efﬁciently deal with
the frequent change of rules and services, changeable process rules
are independently managed as a type of concern. It provides the
efﬁcient change and orchestration of services.
For this study, PRAs are implemented using AO4BPEL and B2J.
The AO4BPEL supports the concepts of AOP such as Aspect, Joint-
Point, Advice, Point-Cut and Weaving through the extension of
BPEL [8,10]. The characteristics of AO4BPEL and B2J can be appli-
cable to modularize various process rules into PRAs through the
aspect of AOP and efﬁciently manage the rules.Service rule aspect
In the case that services are extracted from a system domain by
applying AOP, core concerns that modularize functions of the sys-
tem domain and cross cutting concerns that modularize common
functions between the core concerns are extracted [9]. Cross cut-
ting concerns modularize common functions of a system domain,
but inmany cases, they include various rules that are specialized for
the business logic of each service. Primarily, the rules included in
the cross cutting concerns are described according to the service
and are optionally used according to the service that calls cross
cutting concerns or work as variation points which are frequently
modiﬁed [7,11]. The variation points can exist in the form of codes
to optionally apply proper rules for various services. In the variationas a composite web service.
Fig. 3. Scenario of the business process for the travel portal.
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requirements of various services. In this approach, variation points
included in the cross cutting concerns, namely variable business
rules are separated into SRAs.
The SRA is deﬁned as “a variable rule separated from business
logic of each service”. The extraction of the SRA is similar to the
aspect separation of the AOP, but it is different from the AOP
because it concerns the modularization of a variable rule included
in a service. The SRA is implemented in a service using aspect-
oriented languages such as AspectJ. Table 1 presents the charac-
teristics of the proposed aspects.Fig. 4. Outlined tasks for applying the apRule-based service design
Figs. 2 and 3 show an example of a travel portal web service. In
the travel portal, the client requirements are achieved using the
corresponding partner services through the business process
orchestrated with composite services by BPEL.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a travel portal web service for
describing the rule separation-based service design tasks in this
research. Core and cross cutting concerns are extracted through
Task 1 and Task 2, and they are modularized into services [9]. The
cross cutting concerns extracted from core concerns areproach to the travel portal example.
Fig. 5. Example of BPEL statements for the Package process.
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orchestrated by various business rules to compose a business
process. In Task 3, the PRAs and SRAs are separated from the ser-
vices, and business processes are derived from Task 1 and Task 2.
The PRAs included in the core concerns and the SRAs included in
the cross cutting concerns are modularized.Process rule aspect design
Unlike a business rule that is deﬁned in a service, a process rule
affects the business process. Accordingly, a variation of serviceFig. 6. Addition of BPEL statementsorchestration occurs if the process rule is changed. The process rule
is generally deﬁned in the BPEL statements.
Fig. 5 presents a section of a Package process written in
BPEL4WS. The services provided by various partners are orches-
trated through the BPEL and executed as a part of the business
process. In BPEL, conditions are generally handled through
<switch>, statements, and services are orchestrated according to
the conditions.
If a rule such as “Do not search rooms if a ﬂight cannot be
found.” is added to the process in Fig. 5, the <switch>, statements
as in Fig. 6 should be added. The rule change requires modiﬁcationaccording to the rule change.
Fig. 7. Example of an AO4BPEL statement for the separated Process Rule Aspects.
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orchestration of a business process.
Fig. 7 presents the PRAs proposed in this approach. Each PRA
deﬁnes the Joint-Point for process execution, and it is implemented
using the AO4BPEL. It is implemented in the <switch>, statement
within the <advice>statement, which is inserted into the Joint-
Point and executed. The group of related Joint-Points is identiﬁed
as a <pointcut>statement. The core and cross cutting concerns are
branched from the module written for a PRA through the cross
point, and the Advice is inserted into the Joint-Point and woven.Therefore, business process change is minimized because only the
corresponding PRA is modiﬁed if the change of a process rule is
required.
The extracted concerns can be divided into services for making a
business process and the PRAs for combining the services; they can
be implemented using AO4BPEL. The entire business process is not
changed, and services are selectively applied according to the
changes of the separated PRAs. Therefore, rule and process changes
are independently performed by PRAs.
Fig. 8. Example of Interceptor.
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vides various applications by transforming BPEL documents into
Java source codes, differently from other BPEL engines. Currently,
the BPEL does not provide intuitive conditions for analysing context
information, so it is difﬁcult to use BPEL in pervasive computing
environments. To solve the problem, developers use various BPEL
tools. The business rule provides high level conditions for analysing
context information. Therefore, process speciﬁcation and web ser-
vice functions of BPEL are used as-is, and context information can
be efﬁciently handled if a language for handling rules is added in
BPEL or AO4BPEL.
AspectJ is used to add the AOP concept for efﬁciently managing
new requirements and changeable rules to the Java source codes
generated by B2J. A user writes BPEL and Interceptor documents, as
in Fig. 8, and inputs the two documents into the system.
The Interceptor document has the information for inserting a
routine to handle the rule of a speciﬁc part among the execution
routines of BPEL. The BPEL document is transformed into Java
source codes through the B2J coordinator, and the Interceptor
document is transformed into AspectJ source codes through the
Intercepter2AspectJ engine. The generated program source codes
are compiled and transformed into executable Java class ﬁles
through the AspectJ compiler and then executed in the B2J Work-
erHost [10,15].
The Interceptor is an object to dynamically intercept the call of
an action. The Interceptor provides a way to insert other executionFig. 9. Example of a variation pointcodes before or after the execution of an action. Interceptor and
BPEL documents are independently written by the AOP function.
The Interceptor can modularize process rules as PRAs, so it is
possible to easily add new requirements to BPEL documents and
change requirements. The Interceptor also can more intuitively
describe rules rather than AO4BPEL because it uses Java sentence
structure.
Service rule aspect design
Core and cross cutting concerns extracted from a domain can be
modularized into the services [9].
In Fig. 9, the Billing cross cutting concern maintains loose
coupling through cross cutting and is modularized into the Billing
Service; however, the function and various rules are together
contained in the Billing Service as source codes like other services.
The contained business rule is a variation point continuously
changed according to the condition of the core concern, which calls
the cross cutting concerns. This approach consumes many re-
sources for the rule changes because the entire logic for rule
composition is modiﬁed.
This problem is solved by separating the business rule of the
variation point included in a service and modularizing it into an
SRA, as in Fig. 10. The Billing SRA implemented through the Inter-
ceptor of AspectJ can minimize the change of the Billing Service
because only the Billing SRA is modiﬁed if the rule change is
required in the service.
The Interceptor provides a way to insert other execution codes
before or after the execution of an action by dynamically inter-
cepting the call of the action, so an action can be executed in a
various way. The Interceptor is suitable for encapsulating the
reusable common functions of several actions such as the cross
cutting concerns or variation points executed in various conditions
such as the SRAs [12].
Evaluation
Fig.11 and Fig.12 showa part of a PRA and SRA design based on a
scenario of a travel portal web service domain.
The core and cross cutting concerns are extracted from the
business services of the system domain through the concept of AOP.(Billing cross cutting concern).
Fig. 10. Example of a service rule aspect.
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concerns through the concept of the proposed rule concern. The
core, cross cutting and rule concerns are implemented using the
aspect-oriented language and aspect-oriented business processFig. 11. Design of a prexecution languages such as AO4BPEL and AspectJ, so they are
considered in the service analysis phase [13].
Table 2 presents the result of the comparison of the approach in
this study with existing approaches. The separation of the ruleocess rule aspect.
Fig. 12. Design of a services rule aspect.
Table 2
Comparison of this approach with existing approaches.
Existing approach This approach
Architecture SOA SOA
Concern Core concern,
Cross cutting
concern
Core concern,
Cross cutting concern,
Rule concern
(Process rule, Service rule)
Maintainability Good Higher than the existing approach
Reusability Good Higher than the existing approach
Adaptability Good Higher than the existing approach
Reusable unit Service Service, Process, Rule
Design complexity Average More complex than the existing
approach
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continuous change of business rules included in business processes
and services. A variation of the business process and service
orchestration occurs according to business changes. In this
approach, users modify only the speciﬁc rule of the corresponding
PRA described with the advice of AO4BPEL or the Interceptor of
AspectJ if a business policy is changed. So, themaintainability of the
system is increased because the entire business process does not
needmodiﬁcation. Additionally, modularized rules can increase the
reusability of the business process codes [14].
In the view of service, this approach has an advantage in the
function expansion and maintenance of the service rules because
the variation points that are modularized into SRAs are modiﬁed
and changed by loose coupling implemented in an aspect-oriented
language such as AspectJ. However, the separation of concerns can
generate an additional problem in terms of design complexity such
as the complexity of the service design procedure or the scattering
and entanglement of codes.Conclusion
This paper proposed a rule-based aspect-oriented approach for
efﬁcient service system development.
The approach separates the business rules included in the
business process from process functions for actively applying
business rules to services and business processes. Accordingly, core,
cross cutting and rule concerns are modularized by applying the
concept of AOP. The rule concerns are the business rules included in
a system domain.
The rule concerns are classiﬁed into process rule aspect (PRA)
and service rule aspect (SRA) according to the level. The PRA is a
business rule that affects business process, and it is changed for
service orchestration. The SRA is a business rule that is included in
unit service, and it becomes a variation point in a cross cutting
concern for accepting various conditions of a core concern.
Using this approach, a service system is modularized into core,
cross cutting and rule concerns through the separation of concerns,
and the concerns are maintained independently. Therefore, the
adaptability, reusability and maintainability of the service system
will be increased.
In the future, a systematic method to efﬁciently identify PRAs
and SRAs will be examined.References
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